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ABSTRACT
Any vibrating structure is loaded by the fluid surrounding it. Whether air, water, or something
else, the fluid loading adds a spatially distributed resistance (in phase with the velocity of
vibration) and reactance (out of phase with the velocity of vibration) over the structural
surfaces. The resistance absorbs energy, and damps structural vibrations. The reactance is
either mass-like, effectively adding to the structural density and reducing resonance frequencies
and vibration amplitudes; or stiffness-like, increasing resonance frequencies. Usually, mass-like
reactance is caused by fluids external to a structure, and stiffness-like reactance is caused by
enclosed volumes of fluids. This tutorial uses analytic methods to compare and contrast
external and internal fluid loading on a flat rectangular plate and demonstrates the effects of
fluid loading on plate vibration. The well-known stiffening effect of the internal Helmholtz
resonance is demonstrated for a thin panel and a shallow entrained cavity. Strong coupling
between interior cavity and structural modes is also demonstrated. The differences between
heavy (water) and light (air) external fluid loading are shown, with significant reductions in
resonance frequencies and peak vibration amplitudes for water loading.
1.

INTRODUCTION

When a structure vibrates against a fluid that fluid reacts against the motion. The complex fluid
impedance imparts resistance, which absorbs power as radiated sound; and reactance, which either
stiffens or mass loads the structure. The fluid impedance distribution may be computed using analytic
or numerical methods and applied to structural vibration models to compute coupled response. In this
tutorial you will learn how to compute the fluid loading impedance for a simple flat rectangular panel
exposed to an exterior infinite expanse of fluid or an interior cavity. The fluid loading impedance
may be simply added to a structural impedance formulation based on a normal mode expansion. You
will visualize the fluid loading distributions, modal fluid loading impedances, and the effects of those
impedances through a series of examples which include animations of behavior over frequency as
well as over varying structural parameters.
This paper continues a series on vibro-acoustics tutorials initiated in Acoustics Today magazine
[1, 2], and continued at Internoise conferences [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. I therefore omit details of basic
vibroacoustic analyses in this paper, referring readers to the previous articles. You can download them
at www.hambricacoustics.com. Also, if any of the animated figures in this PDF aren’t working,
you can download a new version at that website.
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2.

THEORY

We will consider fluid loading effects on the simply supported 9" x 5" x 0.25" (229 mm x 127
mm x 6.35 mm) rectangular Aluminum panel shown in Figure 1. This panel was the basis for several
vibroacoustic teaching demonstrations in the Penn State Graduate Program in Acoustics [8] including
radiated sound intensity spatial distributions and the effects of heavy fluid loading on panel vibration.
The panel dimensions were chosen to avoid degenerate resonances (where the resonance frequencies
of multiple modes are coincident). Although this panel is used for the demonstrations shown here, the
theory in this paper is general, and applicable to any structure or fluid. Fluid loading is demonstrated
from infinite exterior regions of air and water with an infinite baffle around the panel, as well as from
an internal rectangular cavity with the same length and width of the panel and a depth of 87 mm.
I chose a shallow depth to better demonstrate some of the dramatic effects of interior cavities on
structural vibrations.
a=9” (229 mm)

b=5”
(127 mm)

Aluminum
0.25” (6 mm) thick

Figure 1: Flat rectangular panel.

2.1. Structural Mobility
The structural vibration velocity normal to the panel at location x~r induced by a transverse point
force at location x~f , termed the structural mobility, may be computed as a summation of the structure’s
normal modes using the methods described in [1] and Chapter 2 of [9]. The mobility function for any
structure is
N
X
Am ( x~r , x~f )
v( x~r )
(ω) =
F( x~f )
m=1 iωmm − ik̃m /ω

!
(1)

where ω is radial frequency and mm and k̃m are the mass and stiffness of mode m. Note that this
equation assumes structural hysteretic damping instead of viscous damping, which leads to a complex
modal stiffness k̃m = km (1 + iηm ) where ηm is the modal loss factor. Am is the generalized response of
mode m at location x~r due to the drive at location x~f :
Am ( x~r , x~f ) = φm ( x~r )φm ( x~f )

(2)

where φm are the mode shapes, here assumed to be normalized to unit amplitudes. Note that Am
depends only on the mode shapes and drive and response locations, not on frequency.
For our rectangular simply supported panel the mode shapes are sine functions over the length and
width so that
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m and n are the mode orders along the panel length a and width b, starting from 1. The modal masses
for any structure may be computed by integrating the mode shapes over the structural volume:
Z
mm =
φ2m ρdV
(4)
V

where ρ is the structural density. The modal mass of all modes of a simply supported rectangular
panel is simply 1/4 of the static mass. The modal stiffnesses for any structure may be computed from
the resonance frequencies and modal masses:
km = ω2m mm

(5)

where the resonance frequencies of a simply supported panel are
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where D is the panel structural rigidity and h is the panel thickness. Examining Equation 1 further,
we see that the denominator is the sum of the modal impedances, where the mass and stiffness terms
are imaginary and the the real resistive term is the complex stiffness km ηm /ω.
2.2. General Fluid Loading
Computing mobility as a sum of modal impedances makes applying fluid loading simple. After
computing the fluid loading for a given mode you can add it to the denominator:
N
X
Am ( x~r , x~f )
v( x~r )
(ω) =
F( x~f )
m=1 iωmm − ik̃m /ω + zm (ω)

!
(7)

where zm (ω) is the complex modal fluid loading impedance. How is this calculated? First, the
spatial distribution of fluid loading impedance Z(ω) is calculated over the structural surface at a given
frequency. To do this, the surface must be discretized into an array of elements, usually with equal
spacing. Next, each element is assumed to act as a piston source with a unit volume velocity (product
of the input velocity and the element area). Then, the pressures at all elements, including the source
element, are computed. The result is a matrix of complex acoustic impedance distributions, with each
column representing the spatial impedance distribution for an individual source element. You will see
examples in the next sections for exterior and interior fluid loading.
2.3. External Fluid Loading
For a baffled planar surface Γ surrounded by an infinite expanse of fluid the pressure at any location
r~j induced by a normal velocity at point r~i may be computed with the Rayleigh Integral:
iωρo
p(~
r j) =
2π

Z
Γ

vn (~ri )

e−iko ri j
dΓ
ri j

(8)

where ri j is the distance between the input and output points and ρo is the fluid mass density. You
can use the Rayleigh integral to compute pressure anywhere in space, including on the surface of
the panel. For non-baffled planar surfaces a more general calculation is required, usually using three
dimensional acoustic boundary element (BE) analyses (see Chapter 7 of [9]).
Integrating for a point source and substituting ko co for ω where ko = cωo and co is the acoustic speed
of sound:
!
!
p(~
r j)
iko e−iko ri j
(ω) = Zi j (ω) = (ρo co )
dAi .
(9)
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Note that this calculation depends only on the surface geometry, fluid properties, and frequency and
not the surface vibration. This means the impedances may be combined with any surface vibration
distribution. Unfortunately the impedance calculation is singular when r~i = r~j . However, the
singularity is integrable by applying a well-known trick where the local volume velocity is viewed
as an oscillating circular piston of radius bi = (dAi /π)0.5 and integrating in polar coordinates. The
resulting ’self term’ calculation is:
Zii (ω) = (ρo co )(1 − e−iko bi ).

(10)

The real part of the fluid impedance is always positive and termed the resistance, and absorbs power
from the structural vibrations. The resistance is in phase with the structural vibration velocities. The
imaginary part of the impedance is the reactance, and may be positive or negative. Assuming a timeharmonic convention of e+iωt a positive reactance is an added mass and a negative reactance an added
stiffness.
2.4. Interior Fluid Loading
Including fluid loading from internal cavities is more difficult than for exterior infinite fluids. While
general numerical BE methods may also be used, it is more common (and more insightful) to use a
modal basis set for the cavity. Here we will consider a parallelepiped (rectangular box) with one face
coincident with the flat rectangular panel with dimensions L x , Ly , Lz . This ‘wet surface’ interacts with
the panel vibrations according to the localized acoustic impedances over the surface. The other five
walls are assumed to be rigid, with zero particle velocities normal to the walls. Although the wet
surface interacts with the panel and therefore vibrates with the same velocity, we extend the rigid wall
assumption to that surface as well, and compute the impedances along the wet surface as a function
of rigid walled acoustic modes within the box. Details of the formulation are in [10] and in Chapters
3 and 5 of [9].
The impedance equation for a pressure at location r~j due to a normal velocity source Q = vn dA at
location r~i is similar to that of the structural panel mobility:
I X
J X
K
X
ψi jk (~ri )ψi jk (~
r j)
p(~
r j)
2
(ω) = Zi j (ω) = iωρo co
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vn (~ri )
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i=0 j=0 k=0
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where ψi jk are the acoustic mode shapes within the box and Vi jk are the modal volumes, analogous to
the modal masses in structures. For a rectangular rigid walled box the mode shapes are simple cosine
functions:
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where c̃o is the complex acoustic sound speed co (1 + iηo ) where ηo is the acoustic damping loss factor.
The modal volumes for a rectangular box are just 1/8 of the static volume L x Ly Lz , except for the 0
order mode (i = 0, j = 0, k = 0) where the modal volume is the same as the static volume.
Examining the impedance equation we see that:
– impedance is directly proportional to fluid bulk modulus ρo c2o , and inversely proportional to
cavity volume. The smaller the volume, the higher the pressure and impedance.

– impedance peaks occur at the cavity resonance frequencies since the denominator is minimized
when the drive frequency aligns with a resonance frequency (the acoustic damping prevents an
infinite impedance). We can therefore expect to see additional resonances in the forced panel
response when coupled to an interior cavity.
Note that you can also use the interior impedance relation to compute pressure anywhere inside
the cavity due to a surface velocity source.
Since the rigid walled interior acoustic mode approach gained popular acceptance, motivated in
large part by Dowell’s paper [10], the community has debated the issue of the non-matching of the
structural normal vibration and the acoustic particle velocity in the neighboring fluid, along with
convergence issues due to number of modes included in the summations. I recommend reading
through the lively debate between Ginsberg [11], Dowell [12], and Nefske and Sung [13] after
the release of Ginsberg’s paper discussing the Dowell approach [14]. In spite of the non-velocity
matching and convergence issues, the normal modes method has been used by many authors
successfully, and as we will see in the Examples section, leads to useful insights into how the
structural and acoustic regions interact
2.5. Modal Fluid Loading Impedances
Once the impedances are computed for all of the panel subdivisions, the modal impedances are
computed as:
zm (ω) = φTm Z(ω)φm dA

(14)

where Z(ω) is a frequency dependent matrix of acoustic impedances over the structural surface
computed for either external or internal fluid loading using the methods above. dA is the size of
the subdivisions and converts the acoustic impedance p/v to a mechanical impedance F/v to properly
couple to the structural motion.
The modal resistance (real part of the modal impedance) can be converted into a modal radiation
loss factor:
ηradm (ω) = Real(zm (ω))/(ωmm ).
(15)
It is useful to compare the radiation and structural loss factors. When we examine the water fluid
loading case we will see that radiation damping often well exceeds structural damping. For exterior
fluid loading, the reactance (imaginary part of the impedance) is almost always mass-like. Dividing
the modal reactance by radial frequency produces the actual added mass for each mode:
maddedm (ω) = Imag(zm (ω))/ω.

(16)

The added mass may be added to the structural modal mass to compute fluid-loaded resonance
frequencies:
s
km
(17)
ωm f luid loaded =
mm + maddedm
This calculation is actually tricky, as the added mass is frequency dependent. Iterative approaches
are sometimes needed to find the fluid-loaded resonance frequency and added mass. For light fluid
loading cases the mass loading is usually insignificant except for very lightweight structures. For
heavy fluid loading, like water, the mass loading is often comparable to that of the structure itself,
leading to significant downward shifts in resonance frequencies. For cavities, the behavior is more
interesting, with low frequency stiffening of the panel and the potential for strong coupling between
cavity and structural modes.

3.

EXAMPLES

3.1. Exterior Fluid Loading
Let us start by comparing the surface impedances for exterior air and water loading on the panel.
Figure 2 shows the real (left ordinate) and imaginary (right ordinate) fluid loading impedance for
exterior air for the fundamental panel mode with a half standing wave in each panel direction (the
m=1, n=1 mode). The figure also shows the spatial distributions of the resistance (real part of
impedance) and reactance (imaginary part) for a volume velocity source at the panel center. The figure
animates over frequency. Watch the spatial resistance and reactance change as frequency increases
and eventually converge to a localized response near the drive. The added mass and damping from
the fluid loading are also shown on the localized impedance plots. For perspective, the modal masses
of the panel modes in this example are all 0.121 kg (the mass is also shown on the mode shape at the
top of the plot).
Figure 3 shows the acoustic impedances for the second mode (m=2, n=1) with a full wavelength
along the length. Note that the spatial resistance and reactance are the same as those in Figure 2 for
the (1,1) mode - the spatial impedance depends solely on the shape of the surface and the acoustic
properties, not on the surface vibration. When converted to modal impedances, however, the socalled ‘generalized’ resistance and reactance change. The modal impedances effectively depend on
how well matched a mode shape is to the impedance distribution. The matching is maximized when
the wavenumber of the impedance aligns with the modal wavenumber - also known as coincidence.
The concept of coincidence is well known, and corresponds to strong coupling and sound radiation
(see for example Maidanik [15] and Wallace [16]]. Watch the animations carefully and look for
conditions where the wavelengths in the panel and fluid are similar, and note the resulting peaks in
the resistance curves. Each mode has its own coincidence frequency - (1,1) modal coincidence is
slightly above 2 kHz and (2,1) coincidence at around 2.5 kHz. The modal coincidence frequencies
increase with increasing mode order.
In Figure 4 the exterior fluid is now water and we return to the fundamental (1,1) mode. Note how
much larger the reactance and resistance are (due to the larger water bulk modulus), and how much
longer the acoustic wavelengths in the spatial impedance distributions are due to the higher sound
speed in water. Also note how much larger the fluid loading added mass and damping are compared
to those in air (typical structural damping is on the order of 0.01). As frequency increases the added
radiation damping becomes comparable to and often exceeds the structural damping. Note that in this
example, coincidence is well above the maximum frequency of 4 kHz, again due to the higher speed
of sound in water.
Now we will examine the effects of the fluid loading on the structural vibration. For this study
I used 5 modes along the panel length and 3 along the panel width, which is more than sufficient
to capture vibrations properly for frequencies up to 4 kHz. Figure 5 shows the surface-averaged
structural mobility for a drive at (a/π, b/π) with and without exterior air loading assuming structural
damping of 0.01. The average is taken over a dense array of response points on the panel. The
two mobilities are nearly identical, except at and around the resonance frequencies. Notice how the
air-loading adds a small amount of damping to the resonance peaks. Figure 6 shows the structural
mobility with exterior water loading. The fluid loading effects are much more pronounced, with
significant downward shifts of resonance frequencies and reduced overall mobility. As with the in-air
case fluid resistance damps the resonance peaks but much more strongly. Recall the resistance and
radiation loss factor animations in Figure 4 and compare to the structural loss factor of 0.01.
To further demonstrate the relative importance of external fluid loading on structural response
Figure 7 animates the mobility as the structural mass density is reduced to half of its baseline of 2700
kg/m3 . As the structural mass decreases, so does the structural impedance, so that the added fluid mass
and damping become stronger relative to those of the structure. As the structural density decreases the
in-vacuo resonance frequencies increase. However, the fluid loaded resonance frequencies increase

only slightly as the added fluid mass becomes dominant. It is clear that lightweight structures are
much more strongly affected by fluid loading than heavy structures.
3.2. Interior Fluid Loading
For the interior fluid loading example I used twice as many acoustic modes along the length and
width (10 and 6 respectively) and 4 through the depth (normal to the vibrating panel). Note that I do
not base the number of cavity modes used on the upper frequency limit of the analysis, but instead to
ensure a reasonable number of modes are included in all three directions based on the mode orders
in the structure and the cavity depth. I also checked convergence by increasing mode order in each
direction and observing negligible change in the results - which is good practice.
Figure 8 shows the modal fluid reactance and resistance for the interior air-filled rectangular box
for the (1,1) mode. I set the internal air damping loss factor to 0.05. The impedance values are similar
to those for exterior air, but with a key difference - the interior cavity resonances are clearly present in
the resistances. Also, note that the reactance is negative at low frequencies, implying an added fluid
loading stiffness - more on this later.
We can better visualize the acoustic field within the cavity by plotting the intensity distribution
(square of pressure divided by ρo co ) along the wet surface and the back and right walls. Figure
9 shows the interior intensity distribution for the (2,1) structural mode at 751 Hz - the first major
peak in the modal resistance. The distribution shows clearly the presence of the lowest frequency
cavity resonance which is along the longest dimension of the cavity or the (1,0,0) mode. Referring
to Equation 12 recall that rigid walled cavity modes are cosine functions along each axis. The lowest
resonance frequency is co /(2L x ), or 344/(2*0.229)=751 Hz and the mode shape along the length is
cos(πx/L x ). The second major resistance peak for the (2,1) mode has the same shape along the length
and width, but a half wave through the height - the (1,0,1) mode, as shown in Figure 10. Figure 11
shows the cavity pressures for the first major resistance peak of the (1,1) structural mode. Here, there
is no relative phase change along the length and width but a half wave through the height.
To illustrate the significant effects of cavity fluid loading on structural vibration Figure 12 shows
the mobility of a flimsier heavier panel where the thickness has been halved and the density increased
by 50%. Only the first two modes are shown, and the figure is animated to adjust the panel Young’s
Modulus to half its baseline value of 69 GPa. Notice how the fluid-loaded resonance frequency of
the fundamental (1,1) mode of the panel is slightly higher than the in-vacuo resonance frequency.
This is the well known effect of the so-called Helmholtz mode, or the 0th order ‘mode’ of the cavity.
The Helmholtz mode has a resonance frequency of 0. Not truly a mode, it acts as a large spring
with in-phase stiffness everywhere in the cavity and along the panel surface and affects the (1,1)
structural mode primarily. Reviewing Equation 11 shows that the shallower the cavity the stronger
the acoustic impedance. This effect has been demonstrated by many, including Sung in Chapter 5
of [9], Dowell [10] and Pretlove [17].
As the panel modulus (and therefore stiffness) is reduced, the panel resonance frequencies
decrease. The most pronounced cavity fluid loading effect, however, is on the (2,1) structural
mode, where its resonance frequency aligns with that of the (1,0,0) cavity as modulus is decreased.
When the frequencies align, the panel mobility shows a clear splitting of the (2,1) mode resonance
frequency into two lower amplitude resonance frequencies. This is due to the very strong coupling of
the panel and cavity mode, where the behavior effectively becomes that of a coupled two oscillator
system. This behavior is also observed in classic tuned vibration absorber problems, with two
oscillators connected via a coupling spring.

4.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS, AND A WARNING ABOUT CONVERGENCE

This tutorial explains and demonstrates the fundamental behavior of exterior and interior fluid
loading on structural panels. Fluid loading spatial impedance may be calculated using the analytic
methods here, or by using numerical methods like Acoustic BE analysis. Simple Rayleigh Integral
methods were used for exterior fluid loading whereas an interior modal summation generated
impedances for interior cavities. In both cases, modal fluid loading is calculated by pre- and
post-multiplying the spatial impedance matrices by the structural panel mode shapes. These modal
fluid loading impedances may be converted to effective added mass (the reactive parts) and added
damping (the resistive terms) at specific frequencies. The modal impedances are easily included in
modal summation mobility equations.
Examples of exterior fluid loading demonstrate:
– At low frequencies the reactance, and therefore added mass, is maximized. The resistance is
minimized.
– When the acoustic and structural mode wavelengths align (coincidence) the resistance is
maximized.
– As frequency increases the reactance is minimized and the resistance asymptotes to a constant
value
– Exterior water fluid loading can affect structural mobility significantly through added mass and
radiation damping
Examples of interior fluid loading show:
– Interior cavity modes affect fluid loading significantly, with strong peaks in the resistance
– The 0 Hz Helmholtz mode stiffens structural modes through its negative reactance, particularly
the fundamental (1,1) mode of rectangular panels
– When cavity and structural modal frequencies coincide strong coupling occurs resembling that
of coupled two oscillator systems
The formulations presented here are general, although demonstrated for the simply supported
rectangular flat plate. Any shape and boundary condition may be analyzed with these methods - just
change the structural and cavity shapes and mode shapes, and compute the fluid loading impedances
and resulting responses.
Here’s the warning: any modal summation approach requires care when using, particularly for
enclosed cavities. Always ensure enough modes are used in different structural and cavity dimensions.
Some rules of thumb are based on upper frequency limit. For example in structures it is common to
use modes with resonance frequencies up to twice the upper analysis frequency. For cavities, this
approach is not recommended, particularly when one or two dimensions is much shallower than the
other(s). Instead, always ensure at least a few mode orders are included in each direction. This may
lead to a few high frequency modes for the shallower dimensions, but these modes will be critical
when coupling to modes of the panel, particularly in the direction normal to the panel. Also, always
be sure to include the 0th order Helmholtz mode in any interior acoustic cavity modal summation
to ensure that the low frequency stiffening effect is properly captured (this is pointed out by Nefske
and Sung [13]). Finally, I always recommend simple convergence studies. Increase the number of
modes used in the structure and cavity (for interior problems) and ensure your results don’t change
significantly.
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Figure 2: Fluid loading for exterior air on (1,1) panel mode.

Figure 3: Fluid loading for exterior air on (2,1) panel mode.

Figure 4: Fluid loading for exterior water on (1,1) panel mode.

Figure 5: Surface-averaged mobility with and without exterior air fluid loading.

Figure 6: Surface-averaged mobility with and without exterior water fluid loading.

Figure 7: Surface-averaged mobility with and without exterior water fluid loading, structural density
reducing from 2700 to 1350 kg/m3 .

Figure 8: Fluid loading for interior air on (1,1) panel mode.

Figure 9: Fluid loading and cavity intensity distribution for interior air on (2,1) panel mode at (1,0,0)
cavity mode resonance frequency.

Figure 10: Fluid loading and cavity intensity distribution for interior air on (2,1) panel mode at
(1,0,1) cavity mode resonance frequency.

Figure 11: Fluid loading and cavity intensity distribution for interior air on (1,1) panel mode at
(0,0,1) cavity mode.

Figure 12: Surface-averaged mobility of thinner heavier panel with and without air fluid loading,
Young’s Modulus reducing from 69 to 49 GPa

